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Heuristic Evaluation of College PDA
13 Heuristics
Familiarity of elements
Consistency of elements
	Clarity of elements
	Appropriate language
	Natural and logical ordering of information 
	User control and freedom
	Navigational support
	Recognition rather than recall 
Timely feedback
	Error prevention and recovery

Flexibility of use 
Efficiency of use
Aesthetics

Elements are listed along with the appropriate screens, the heuristic guideline(s) it does not comply with, the particular error identified, the user difficulty and the severity of the problem. Severity is rated from 1 to 5, 5 being the most severe. 

Pages are referred to by (screen type: screen number).

Where several pages are referred to (screen type : screen number, screen number) is used.

Heuristics are ordered by severity


	Element
Heuristic 
Error Identified
User Difficulty
Suggested Solution
Severity (1-5)
Calendar
10
April has 31 days according to the calendar (Organiser:6)
Users might add notes to a non-existent day
Remove the option for day 31 in April
5
Hourly Diary
7
No heading on the hourly diary to confirm day being amended (Organiser:7)
Users may accidentally write to the wrong day.
Add header with date
5
Select Emerald
5
(Research:5,6) appear to be same images (?)
When users click ‘Emerald’ should go somewhere… 
Re-check task flow
5
Search Results
2, 5, 7
Seems to be step missing where user selects required document from list of retrieved items (like google) after (Research:7)
Users need to be able to select document from search results
Add on search results page
5
Sports Headlines
5
Headlines are not whole space – also have non-headline info – last 5/6 lines (Sport:6)
Uses may think that whole content of box is headline info, but appears only top 3 is.
Redesign to have two separate areas – headlines and other news
5
Email Message
2, 5, 7, 10
Breadcrumb Trail on (Email:7) has message at end - not needed or step missing
Users may not know were breadcrumb trail might take them if they press on Reply or Message (one is superfluous – and has no page to go to)
Redo nav to remove message or create message page. Each breadcrumb element should have associated page. 
5
Email Reply
2, 5, 7, 10
Again Breadcrumb trail is broken (Email:8)
Confusing for user if breadcrumb trail doesn’t behave as expected
Should be Email>Inbox>Read> Reply according to present layout
4
Inbox
3, 5
Unclear whether highlighted message is ‘new’ message or ‘currently selected’ message (Email:4)
Reduced system clarity
Add new message icon where new message appear and use highlighter to denote selection
4
Breadcrumb Navigation
2, 7
Breadcrumb trail is non standard. Early crumbs are missing throughout. 
Users expect breadcrumbs to be there always when on a system which uses them. Misuse can reduce user confidence in navigation system.
Add in early breadcrumbs and add breadcrumbs at each new section. Each page should have breadcrumb element.
4
My Documents
5, 10
Not clear what purpose of (Research:8) is
Uses may not know purpose of screen
Add explanatory text and/or Re-check task flow
4
Sport 3rd Nav
2, 3, 7
Red line should come from selected second nav word to third nav (Sport:4/5)
May be unclear what third nav is subset of
Redraw line to ‘Sport’ word
3
Selected ‘News’ Button 
2, 13
Button should stay same size across screens (Sport:all)
Imprecise detail reduces user confidence in system
Create appropriate size button and copy paste across screens
3
Spelling
4
Spelling: Calendar (Organiser:5), Delete (Email:4,5,6)
Reduces confidence in system
Fix spelling
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